From the Makers of the Ashford Formula TM and the RetroPlate ® System

STANDARD COLORS
Actual colors may vary due to computer monitor differences and
printer capabilities. Please reference Sherwin Williams swatch
samples or request a hard sample from Curecrete.

Dovetail

Product
Description
The CreteFill Pro Series which includes Pro 85™ Joint
Filler, Crack Repair EZ Shave™ and Spall Repair™ can
be tinted in the following standard colors. Custom colors
are also available, but may require increased lead times and
minimum purchase quantities.

SW 7018 Location #244-C5

Grizzle Gray

Grounded

Form &
Availability
Pre-Tinted

SW 7068 Location #236-C6

SW 6089 Location #197-C6

Network Gray

SW 7073 Location #235-C3

All 22 oz cartridges, 1-gal kits and 2-gal kits ship pre-tinted
with color. Shaking the product for 60 - 90 seconds is all
that is required prior to use.
Curecrete stocks pre-tinted 10-gal kits in limited colors. It
is important to thoroughly mix side-B for 3 minutes with a
drill and jiffy mixer.

Outerspace

SW 6251 Location #225-C7

Tint Packs
Tint packs are designed for 10-gal kits and must be added
to the untinted, side-B pail. Once added, mix side-B
thoroughly for 3 minutes with a drill and jiffy mixer.
It is important to note that tint packs are produced
specifically for each product offering and are not
interchangeable between products. This is due to the
varying chemical composition of each product.

WARRANTY - Satisfactory results depend not only upon quality products but also upon factors
beyond our control; methods of application and site conditions are examples of such factors and can
affect product performance. This warranty consequently extends only to products installed in strict
accordance with the manufacturer’s specifications.
It is the user’s responsibility to test the suitability of the product for the intended use. The user
assumes all risk and liability resulting from the use of the product. The substrate to which the product
is applied must be sound structurally and otherwise. Structural or substrate failures or imperfections
resulting in damage to or failure of the product are not covered by this warranty. Since the use of
the product is beyond the control of the manufacturer, the manufacturer assumes no liability for
misapplication and misuse of the product. This warranty does not cover consequential damages, nor
does it cover the labor attendant to replace product in the event of a product failure. The warranty
only extends to replacement of the product itself. All products proven to be defective in manufacture
will be replaced at no charge. Since the use of these products is beyond our control we cannot
assume any risk or liability for results obtained, nor can we accept damages in excess of the purchase
price of these products.

Show Stopper SW 7588

Software

Location #106-C6

SW 7074 Location #235-C5

Tricorn Black

SW 6258 Location #251-C1

Turkish Coffee

SW 6076 Location #277-C3

Curecrete warrants this product to be free from any manufacturing defects.
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